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DESCRIPTION.
No. 30 a firm but elastic thread and the

seam. will not unravel if it is properly when the stitching finished. The
seam he if required. by the at the
end where the sewing and pulling it out.

The Balance Wheel Handle must be screwed into the spoke the Balance
Wheel by the screw for the The machine is by turning
the from.

To the To ensure working of the machine, it is
moving in contact with each be covered with a. film

oil ; a drop oil is at any and may the
end match or splinter wood.

Needles. The needles in No.
l; the of suitable lor use with threads Nos. 60 to No.
but finer or needles may be obtained for of

thread freely through the eye the needle to ensure good

To Set the Needle. Loosen the needle (G), remove the old needle,
the the new one up into the needle bar as it will go,

that the long groove in the needle blade at left, and the flat the
right ; then the needle in by tightening the set screw.

To Thread the Needle. on spool pin and pass
the end thread through the in the arms of the thread (B) at
the back of the arm : hold the end of thread in the and the

it into the the nipper (E). then up from the back draw it between
the tension disCs the eyelet (C) and right to through the
hole at the top of needle. then under the projecting piece at the left
ol the needle bar, between the retainer finally it
from left right through of the illustrated on front page.

.

To Sew. the. the (H). the work.
under the needle and lower the foot (l) it ; hold the end of the thread
loosely with left hand only until the needle bar has descended and again;
then hold the thread firmly while a. stitches are made, after which it may be

under the foot and the stitching continued.

To Remove the Work. the machine with the needle at its highest
point, the by means the litter draw the out back

the thread in so doing ; the but the scam
can be readily out if the end of thread is withdrawn lrom the last loop on
the under side and pulled.

The Tension on the thread is regulated by means of the thumb nut (K) in
front of the tension discs (D). The nut should he tightened in order to make the
tension to make it lighter.
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To Change the Length of Stitch. The length stitch is regulated by
of the (L), which is located below the cloth plate. When the lever is moved
from the is made longer; by moving the lever towards the stitch
shortened.

The Guide (M) used [or making a seam parallel with and at a certain distance
from the edge of the work; it is used only or convex edges. Set it
at the distance from needle and firmly by means the
screw (N). The guide may be removed if not required for

To Turn Corner. the needle is in the material the presser
and turn the work, the needle acting as a pivot. Lower the
and proceed with the sewing.
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is
place the on the work close to the foot to prevent the work

from moving. Raise the presser one more stitch the hole
made the thread close to the and fasten the same as at the end
of the seam.

To Take Out a Seam. A be out if required
the fastening out the thread in the opposite direction to that
in which the originally ; it be out in that
therefore all should he started at the end which will be most exposed
strain.

In the both ends which are to be in
a garment, begin the seam at the end that will surely be trimmed,

at the other end reverse the. work and distance allow
for

Breakage If the thread it is probably due to it having
become wound the which is under the cloth ; in this case pull
down the hinged cover and remove all thread the leaving it clean:
if the needle so that it strikes the throat this will also cause breakage
of bad stitching generally.
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